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The challenge 

How do we address skills gaps in South Africa to improve alignment between 

what the E&T system produces, and the needs of the public and private 

sectors?  

 

How can industry and education organisations work together to produce 

relevant graduates at all skills levels? 

 

We can try to create projections for skills needed in specific sectors… 

But these projections have limited policy utility without also having an 

understanding of how organisations interact to match the supply of and 

demand for skills… 

… and ensure that the skills are appropriate for employers, the individuals 

and society more generally 

 

 

 

 

 



Curriculum Responsiveness 

• Curriculum 

– Totality of student experiences in an educational 
process (Kelly 2009) 

– Opens up questions about the intended, enacted, 
overt, covert (hidden), unintended versions of the 
curriculum 

– Deals with objectives, knowledge, 
assessment/evaluation, pedagogy 

• Responsiveness  

– A reaction to and action on something 



Curriculum responsiveness is a concept that insists that 
we study all of its apparent dimensions – the economic, 
the socio-cultural, the programmatic, the individual – 
simultaneously.  There can be no doubt that the various 
realities they refer to articulate with each other and 
constitute affordances and constraints for each other 
(Moll 2004 p. 8).  

 



Curriculum (un)Responsiveness 

• Dominant discourse in the public domain and in 
much of the literature focuses on: 

– The inappropriate graduate attributes that 
employers find 

– The lack of ‘soft’ skills, often referred to as 
employability skills 

– Inappropriate or dated content 

– Entirely wrong skills being taught 

• But what should the curriculum be responding to? 



Response Factors 

• Employer 

• Student needs 

• Policy 

• Society (including the non-human parts) 

• Institutional capacity 

 

Moll (2004) has a different configuration 

• Economic 

• Cultural 

• Disciplinary 

• Learning 

 





• 7 case studies 

– Sugar sector (industry) 

– Forestry sector (2 universities) 

– Automotive (2 x Artisan and NCV) 

- UOT Engineering  

• Some integrating dimensions 

• Data 

– Employer, student and lecturer interviews 

– Transect walks through education sites 

– Document analysis 

 



MECHANISMS/STRATEGIES SKILLS DEMAND 
SKILLS SUPPLY 

CANE GROWERS 
1. 25 200 Small-scale farmers  
2. 1 570 Large scale growers (83.2% of 
crop)  
3. 4 sugar cane growing companies  
 
 MILLERS IN KZN 
1. Illovo Sugar (4)  
2. Tongaat Hulett (4)  
3. Tsb (1 in KZN, 2 Mpum)  
4. Gledhow Sugar Company (PTY) (1)  
5. Union Cooperative Limited (1)  
6. Umfolozi (1)  

UNIVERSITIES 
1. UKZN  2. U ZULULAND 
3. MUT  4. DUT  
5. Wits (Tongaat) 6. Pretoria 
7. Stellenbosch 
 

FET COLLEGES 
1. Coastal   2. Elangeni 
3. Esayidi   4. Majuba  
5. Mnambithi  6. Mthashana 
7. Thekwini  8. Umfolozi 
9. Umgungundlovu  
 

PRIVATE PROVIDERS 
1. Shukela (STC) 2. AGB MATHE  
   

AGRICULTURAL COLLEGES 
1. Cedara College of Agriculture 
2. Owen Sithole College of Agriculture 
 
 
 

PRIVATE INTERMEDIARIES 
1. SASA (incl. SASRI, 
Shukela) 
2. SA Cane Growers Assoc  
3. SA Sugar Millers’ Assoc 
4. SMRI 
 

PUBLIC INTERMEDIARIES 
1. Dep of Agri & Environ 
Affairs KZN 
2. DAFF 
3. DHET 
4. AgriSeta 
5. MerSeta 
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Sugar Training System 



Economic and/or policy responsiveness 

“We get told by the Department of Higher Education 
what to do, when to do, how to do. Obviously there’s a 
tight interface between the operation, in other words, 
the training operation and the milling requirement, so if 
the curriculum says we need x, y and z and Mill says we 
need x, y and z , but we also need a, b and c, we will 
provide a, b and c within that curriculum, because 
that’s what our customers want”  

 
• Shukela Training Centre respondent 

 



Economic Responsiveness 

“We do Electro-pneumatics. Electro-pneumatics has no 
reflection whatsoever in trade test it is not part of the 
curriculum towards trade test, but your Sugar Industry, 
all your Packaging Industries, all that, use electro-
pneumatics, so it’s something that’s ended up in the 
course and it’s been there for fifteen, sixteen, seventeen 
years, very popular, it stays within [11.18] course. We 
do it as part of our curriculum, because it was needs 
driven and it’s in there” 

 



Learning responsiveness 

“From group to group learners are different. Um, you might get a 

group of learners that have… shall I put it this way, learners that 

have really taken on the trade, because they wanted, not 

because it’s a job…. and you get another group that are very 

much prodders,  (sic)  um, they took on a job and whether it was 

electrician or fitter it doesn’t  matter, they took on a job and 

you’ve really got to push them to get through every module and 

the problem with that is sometimes they’ll finish phase one and 

they’ll pass it. But when they come back for phase two, you have 

this slight retention problem, because their interest is not as 

good as it was, so you’ve got to do a little bit of a refresher for 

people like that and you can move forward.” 

 



    Forestry, Pulp and Paper 

• Industry dominated by few large players 

• Coordinated by FSA, but this does not include the entire 
value chain 

• Uneven relations with public providers 

– Key institutions strongly linked 

– Peripheral institutions disconnected 

– Industry knowledge production capacity not strongly 
connected to research universities 

• Funded programmes no longer attracting students 
desired 

 



Economic Responsiveness 

“Content is based on the experience of the lecturer, and 
quite arrogantly that we have grown over the past 82 
years with the SA Forestry Industry and have a fairly 
good idea of what they [industry] require in terms of 
graduates (at times even before they know what they 
require).”  (University Lecturer) 

 

Nevertheless the curriculum is reviewed every five 
years with strong representation from industry. 

Research role provides this confidence, which was not 
evident in other insitutions 



Occupations vs sectors 

• Both sectors have programmes that are focused 
narrowly on the sector, and there was concern about 
the narrow focus and its effect on employability 

– Sugar research 

– Pulp and Paper programme 

– Forester 

• Desirability of the sector is an issue 

 

 

 



Comparison 

• Sugar E&T providers able to be highly responsive on 
almost all the levels 

– Could be internally focused and thus not able to 
innovate 

– Social responsiveness dependent on individual, 
moral or social consciousness 

• Forestry E&T providers at a greater distance. 
Mechanism for responsiveness uneven with major 
gaps 

– E&T providers have greater scope to insert new 
innovations and promote those 

 

 



Higher level Findings 

• Disciplinary responsiveness needs to be unpacked 

– Knowledge production in research domain 

– Knowledge also produced in the field of practice 
often shaped by other fields 

• Curriculum needs to be conceptualised as including 
what leads in and what follows learning programmes 

• Economic responsiveness requires a wider view than 
what employers have 

• Educational dimension needs strengthening (Gamble 
2003) 
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